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SYSTEMIC INNOVATION
READINESS

Stage(s): Prototyping, demonstration

Goal: Interrogate existing knowlegde, create new
knowledge & ideas, think ahead & find solutions to address
challenges/problem. 

Type: Systems thinking tool

Time & Effort: 3 - 4 hrsW
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Describe the problem you want to solve and the
innovation you propose as a solution

Determine which dimensions are relevant for your
innovation - ask the question 'could this be an issue for
scaling?'

Make a Radar or spider graph with as many axes as
you have identified dimensions and a 10 point scale. 

Determine the current readiness level for each
selected dimension on a scale from 0-9

We recommend to use a focus group to determine the
curent level and include outside experts. You need to
corroborate your scores!

Only when the previous level has fully been reached
you can tick of that level

Repeat the proces after x months
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for preparing scaling up of systemic solutions to complex problems. First, the
tool stimulates the inclusion of as many relevant innovation dimensions as

possible, which helps reaching systemic innovation. Second, the tool guides the
assessment of readiness levels in the different innovation dimensions, which

helps identifying obstacles to and strategies for scaling up.
 

https://inlecomsystems.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/sites/ZeroWProject/Shared%20Documents/WP4%20-%20Systemic%20Innovation%20Demonstration%20(BIOS)/SILL%20Toolkit/Supporting%20documents/Radar%20in%20excel%203%20or%209%20levels%20.xlsx?d=w6c247e2518f24e4490fa27408d1a2139&csf=1&web=1&e=nYwzKq


Provides an all encompassing approach to evaluate your
innovation's potential. 

Adaptable to your needs to keep it time efficient. 

Stimulates interaction within the project group and with
outside experts. 

Strong visualisation tool. S
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Risk of leaving out a dimension that later on turns out
to be crucial. 

Requires a lot of knowlegde in different domains. 

Requires the use of other tools like focus groups to
bring all the knowledgte together. 

Important to have the right actors involved
(suggestion: make an actor map). 

SYSTEMIC INNOVATION
READINESS
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